
True God 2211 

Chapter 2211 Beautiful Harem Palace 

Ye Chen was very satisfied with the answer given by Zhao Yanyan. 

Zhao Yanyan immediately gave information to all the women that belonged to Ye Chen, she gave the 

information that Ye Chen gave her. 

All the women outside listened to what Ye Chen said, they were about to prepare for battle. 

Ye Chen himself went out together with Zhao Yanyan, the two of them went to see Yan Fei. 

"do you want to make a big fortress" Zhao Yanyan asked Ye Chen. 

"That's right, it might make things easier." Ye Chen nodded, he said that he wanted to make sure that 

everything was safe and under control. 

Currently they were still living in a place like this, it was quite a risk to be around this place, so they 

better make a strategic place. 

Ye Chen and Zhao Yanyan went to meet Yan Fei, it just so happened that Yan Fei was with Fairy Zhen, 

the two of them were currently preparing Ye Chen's needs , they prepared everything Ye Chen needed 

properly and correctly. 

"is it done ?" Ye Chen asked Yan Fei. 

"husband" Yan Fei and Fairy Zhen's called Ye Chen, both of them looked very happy to see Ye Chen 

come. 

Yan Fei and Fairy Zhen drew closer towards Ye Chen, both of them drew quite close towards Ye Chen. 

"everything is ready" Yan Fei told Ye Chen, he told that everything was ready and Ye Chen just had to go 

and make what he wanted. 

"You did a very good job" Ye Chen was very happy with the work done by Yan Fei, he had done a very 

good job. 

"collect them all, I will start building it" Ye Chen said to Yan Fei, he will start to build it. 

Yan Fei understood, he directly brought Ye Chen to his place. 

Yan Fei took Ye Chen to a very large place full of materials, these were materials that were extremely 

expensive. 

Ye Chen looked at the materials Yan Fei got, he really liked the work Yan Fei had. 

"This is very good" Ye Chen said to Yan Fei, he really liked what Yan Fei did, what Yan Fei bought was of 

the best quality. 

"I've got everything you need right, this should be enough" Yan Fei said to Ye Chen. 

"This is more than enough, you are the best" Ye Chen said that Yan Fei was the best, he did a very good 

job. 
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Yan Fei smiled, she looked very happy when she received Ye Chen's praise, this felt very warm and 

pleasant for Yan Fei. 

Ye Chen brought everyone into the gate, he immediately went to the designated place and started to 

build. 

Zhao Yanyan helped out, the more the faster they would be. 

Ye Chen did not reject the help provided by Zhao Yanyan, instead he was very happy with the help 

provided by Zhao Yanyan. 

The help they did was quite helpful for Ye Chen, Ye Chen was of course happy with this kind of help. 

With the help of so many people, they might be able to finish it in just a few days, plus Ye Chen's clone 

could be of great help. 

So their work can get faster and faster. 

"You want to make something as big as this" Dongfang Xiu said to Ye Chen, Ye Chen made a huge palace. 

"It's probably a lot bigger compared to the palace I own." Shui Yixian agreed, it's likely to be a lot bigger 

than the Heaven Light Palace. 

Shui Yixian was already quite close with Dongfang Xiu, they had developed an extremely good 

relationship. 

Dongfang Xiu was getting used to what was happening, he was used to living with Ye Chen's woman, this 

was much more fun than he had imagined. 

Living with lots of very friendly people makes Dongfang Xiu feel at home. 

"Let's play" Xing Mei said to Xiao Lulu and also little Shen Niang, they played in this place and 

occasionally helped. 

The situation seemed very peaceful, they did everything very comfortably and happily. 

Almost all of Ye Chen's women were in this place, starting from Ling Yin, Lin Rouxi, Mu Lanyin, Qing 

Cheng, Su Mengxin and many more Ye Chen women who were present in this place. 

"It's very crowded here." Chi Shui and Chi Zuiye, came too, they helped out, they looked excited and 

often teased Ye Chen by using their very coquettish and seductive behavior. 

Ye Chen just smiled, he looked very happy with the woman he had, they were very tempting and very 

cute, Ye Chen was happy to get them. 

After a hard struggle by Ye Chen and the others, they finally managed to get what they wanted. 

They had managed to create an enormous palace, this was a masterpiece created by Ye Chen. 

"Finally done" Ye Chen said to all his women, after a few days, they finally got a very satisfying result. 

"Come on in, I want to see what's inside." Mei Yueli and Song Ziyu walked right in, they couldn't wait to 

see what kind of room they would get. 



"Come on in" Zhao Yanyan invited another woman in, Liu Yue and Yue Ya came with Zhao Yanyan, they 

wanted to see their palace. 

"They are very excited, it seems they like what you have made" Chu Yuechan said to Ye Chen. 

"I'm happy because they like it" Ye Chen was happy because they liked what he made. 

"You won't come in" Qi Yunzhi and Gu Xun asked Ye Chen. 

"Of course, come in." Ye Chen lifted Qi Yunzhi and Gu Xun up, he led the two of them inside. 

Qi Yunzhi and Gu Xun could only go with Ye Chen, they didn't have the strength to fight back. 

even Gu Xun now had no resistance, he seemed to be starting to comply with Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen entered, he started to go around and look at every part, he wanted to make sure that 

everything was properly constructed and make sure that the defense mechanisms were good enough. 

Ye Chen occasionally teased Qi Yunzhi and Gu Xun, both blushed when teased by Ye Chen, Ye Chen was 

very naughty, he teased Qi Yunzhi and Gu Xun by using tricks. 

After a while, Qi Yunzhi and Gu Xun couldn't stand it, the two of them fled towards Ye Chen's crowd of 

women, that way they wouldn't be disturbed by Ye Chen. 

"Hubby, this is so perfect" Zhao Yanyan leaned closer to Ye Chen, she had to admit that Ye Chen's taste 

was the best. 

"Don't you like this thing?" Ye Chen asked Zhao Yanyan. 

"It's like a dream, the place you built is strong enough, it will be a fortress that is difficult to break 

through, plus there is still a fairy gate, so everything should be safe" Zhao Yanyan said to Ye Chen. 

"This is our place, with this everything should be fine, we are ready for battle" Ye Chen said to Zhao 

Yanyan. 

What do you want to name this place?" Zhao Yanyan asked Ye Chen. 

"how about you choose a name for this place" Ye Chen told Zhao Yanyan to come up with a suitable 

name. 

"Hmm. . ., let's see" Zhao Yanyan thought for a while. 

"How about Beautiful Harem Palace, this place is befitting and beautiful with that name" Zhao Yanyan 

said to Ye Chen. 

"If that's what you want, then I'm fine." Ye Chen didn't mind, he liked the name Zhao Yanyan gave him. 

Chapter 2212 [Bonus ]Movement Of The Enemy In Very Large Numbers 

"Are you okay with that?" Zhao Yanyan asked Ye Chen. 

"No problem, I like it, this will be our residence and the safest place, soon we will probably have a great 

battle that will be remembered in the God Realm" Ye Chen said to Zhao Yanyan. 
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"We are all prepared, maybe it's time to defeat our enemies and liberate the God Realm" Zhao Yanyan 

said to Ye Chen. 

"I completely agree" Ye Chen completely agreed with what Zhao Yanyan said, this is their time to 

liberate God Realm. 

"come on. . ." Zhao Yanyan took Ye Chen in, the two of them started walking around and started to 

enjoy everything in this place, they enjoyed what was in this place with great pleasure. 

. 

. 

In one place, the ancestors of the Eternal Sun Star Realm and the ancestors of the Immortal Profound 

Sea Realm started to launch their actions, they had already prepared an enormous army and were 

preparing to challenge Ye Chen. 

"Listen everyone, we are going up against a person with immense strength, this time will be the greatest 

battle in the God Realm, I hope that all of you are prepared for the consequences of this battle" the 

ancestor of the Eternal Sun Star Realm and the ancestor of the Immortal Profound Sea Realm said to 

everyone in this place, he told everyone that they were going to have the biggest battle yet. 

"We are all ready" everyone from the Eternal Sun Star Realm, Immortal Profound Sea Realm and God 

Realm Illumination were ready, they were ready to fight to the death with Ye Chen. 

"All of you have made a wise decision, you will receive great benefits after everything is over" said the 

ancestor of the Immortal Profound Sea Realm. 

everyone was excited, they were all impatient with the rewards they would receive when they managed 

to win the battle, they might even receive an extremely excellent reward from the Immortal Profound 

Sea Realm. 

"then get ready, seven days from now we will start" the three ancestors said to everyone, they must 

immediately prepare for the big battle that will happen. 

Everyone started preparing, they all started preparing for the big battle, they should be able to carve a 

name they had in history. 

. 

. 

Ye Chen stayed inside the palace for a while, he spent his time training, flirting with his wife and also 

having occasional battles with them. 

"In these few days everything has been very peaceful" Ye Chen said that everything has felt very 

peaceful. 

"looks like something big is going to happen" Chu Yuechan said to Ye Chen, Chu Yuechan felt that 

something big was about to happen. 

"I completely agree with what you said" Ye Chen completely agreed with what Chu Yuechan said. 



"are you busy, food is ready" Li Jingyi called Ye Chen. 

"I will come soon" Ye Chen said that he would come soon, he immediately followed behind Li Jingyi. 

in the dining room there were already several of Ye Chen's wives, they were all chatting very 

comfortably, they seemed to be happy living in this new place, it was really very comfortable here. 

Everything went as usual, they all ate and enjoyed breakfast happily. 

"young master" Fang Miyu came, she came in a hurry. 

"what is it?" Ye Chen asked Fang Miyu, it seemed that Fang Miyu had something to say. 

"A huge army is moving, they are from the Immortal Profound Sea Realm." Fang Miyu gave information 

to Ye Chen. 

"Where are they going?" Ye Chen asked Fang Miyu, he wanted to know what these people were going 

to. 

"It seems they came to this place." Fang Miyu said that they came to this place. 

"what! ! !" Zhao Yanyan and the others were shocked when they heard this. 

"This is too bad." Sun Xuanyin also appeared. 

"what else is there?" Ye Chen asked Sun Xuanyin. 

"I have found the whereabouts of the Eternal Sun Star Realm, they are currently preparing a huge army 

and will arrive at this place in a few minutes" Sun Xuanyin reported to Ye Chen, she reported what she 

found to Ye Chen, she told the Ye Chen said that the troops from the Eternal Sun Star Realm were 

moving here. 

"This is bad, a lot of force is moving" Hu Yinan also came, she came and told Ye Chen about what 

happened. 

"All the information came very quickly, in just an instant Ye Chen had obtained an enormous amount of 

information from Sun Xuanyin, Fang Miyu and also Hu Yinan. 

"what are you going to do?" Zhao Yanyan asked Ye Chen, she was waiting for the decision given by Ye 

Chen. 

"prepare yourselves" Ye Chen told everyone in this place to prepare, they must prepare to fight. 

Everyone understood, they all immediately understood what to do in such a situation. 

Zhao Yanyan and all of Ye Chen's women left at once, they teamed up and started to make some 

preparations to welcome Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen went straight out, he went straight out to look out. 

Ye Chen stepped outside, when Ye Chen did this, a strong pressure tried to intimidate him. 

This amount of power came from countless people, there were countless people who used their 

strength and aura to intimidate Ye Chen. 



"I didn't expect that they would do this." Ye Chen didn't expect that the enemy wanted to intimidate 

him. 

Ye Chen looked around, he could see lots of enemies surrounding his palace. 

Ye Chen couldn't count the enemies, the number of enemies that came was too many. 

Ye Chen couldn't possibly count this many enemies. 

"they are quite crazy, they took out all the soldiers they had" Chu Yuechan said to Ye Chen, she could 

see that the enemy took out all the soldiers they had. 

It seemed they were dragging the upper to mid-ranked stars to help them to defeat Ye Chen. 

They had to admit that Ye Chen was a very strong enemy, so it wasn't strange that they used a large 

number of troops to deal with Ye Chen. 

"Hahahaha, I didn't expect that you guys would use this much force." Ye Chen said to the enemy, he 

didn't expect that the enemy would use this much force. 

"Ye Chen, today is the big day, we will all destroy you" the ancestor of the Eternal Sun Star Realm said to 

Ye Chen, he said that they would destroy Ye Chen. 

"why did you destroy me?" Ye Chen asked the ancestor of the Eternal Sun Star Realm. 

"That is because you are a threat to the God Realm," the ancestor of the Eternal Sun Star Realm said to 

Ye Chen. 

"I'm a threat? . ., so funny." Ye Chen laughed himself laughing when he heard this. 

"what's so funny" the second ancestor of the Eternal Sun Star Realm said to Ye Chen, what made Ye 

Chen laugh like that. 

"I am not a threat to the God Realm, to be more precise, I am a threat to your strength and power, don't 

twist the facts" Ye Chen said to the ancestor of the Eternal Sun Star Realm. 

"shut up" the ancestor of the Immortal Profound Sea Realm told Ye Chen to shut up in this place. 

He seemed to be furious at what Ye Chen said. 

Ye Chen said too much, it would harm their strength and influence. 

"So you are afraid that the power that you possess will be destroyed" Ye Chen said to the three great 

ancestors of the Immortal Profound Sea Realm as well as the Eternal Sun Star Realm. 

Chapter 2213 Battle Against The God Realm Illumination (1) 

"Shut up" all the enemy leaders told Ye Chen to be quiet, if Ye Chen said too much, it would make them 

even more troubled. 

They were obviously afraid of Ye Chen, can you confirm that they were afraid of the words that came 

out of Ye Chen's mouth. 
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"Hahahahaha" Ye Chen smiled when he saw this, it seemed that the enemy was afraid of what Ye Chen 

said, they were all afraid that Ye Chen would expose all their rottenness. 

"Listen to me carefully" Ye Chen said in a very loud voice, he wanted to warn everyone about the 

consequences they would have to receive in this battle. 

"I'm giving you time to leave, if you don't leave, then you will be my opponent." Ye Chen gave everyone 

time, he himself gave a little time for people who wanted to leave this place. 

Everyone was silent when they heard what Ye Chen said, it seemed they didn't want to listen to what Ye 

Chen said. 

They all didn't want to listen to Ye Chen, they believed more in the strength they possessed than they 

believed in Ye Chen's words. 

"So it is your decision, if that's the case, then you should be prepared" Ye Chen said to everyone in front 

of him, he had already given a warning, next time he wouldn't hold back anymore. 

"get ready" the Immortal Profound Sea Realm ancestor told Hai Wan to get ready, they had to do battle 

against Ye Chen. 

"I am prepared, this is the time to take revenge for what happened to the Immortal Profound Sea Realm 

and my son" Hai Wan will do it, she will take revenge on Ye Chen. 

"attack" the three ancestors gave the order, everyone went straight and attacked Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen used his strength, he repelled all the attacks that were headed his way. 

Using this power Ye Chen sent all the attacks back to where they came from. 

"impossible . . ." everyone gaped when they saw Ye Chen's strength, Ye Chen had repelled their attacks, 

this thing was too amazing and too powerful. 

"Don't be afraid, he is only alone" the ancestor of the Immortal Profound Sea Realm told not to be 

afraid, he ordered the enemy to immediately attack Ye Chen back. 

Everyone again attacked Ye Chen, they again attacked Ye Chen using the second attack. 

"You are all very annoying" Ye Chen used the strength he had, he again threw away his attack using all 

his strength. 

"Boom. ." once again Ye Chen used his own strength to blow away the enemy's attack. 

The enemy's attack returns to the person who used it. 

"Boom. . . ." a series of explosions occurred, this explosion was very large and devastating. 

Everyone was blown away by the attacks from the enemy, they were all blown away by the attacks they 

had launched by Ye Chen. 

"Useless" Hai Wan was very angry, he was very angry with what the people around him were doing. 

They couldn't even attack Ye Chen, this irritated Hai Wan greatly. 



Hai Wan came forward, he decided to go ahead and attack Ye Chen using his strength. 

"Bastard I will kill you" Hai Wan said to Ye Chen, he roared and started to attack Ye Chen using his 

strength. 

"Nine Dragon Sea" Hai Wan attacked Ye Chen, he used his own strength and aimed towards Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen received the attack from Hai Wan, the strike from Hai Wan hit Ye Chen's body. 

Ye Chen's body was hit by the powerful attack launched by Hai Wan. 

"feel it" Hai Wan said to Ye Chen, he looked very happy when he saw Ye Chen get hit by his attack. 

"Is it just like that, it looks like you are weaker now" Ye Chen said to Hai Wan, he told Hai Wan that Hai 

Wan was weaker. 

"Bastard, how dare you" Hai Wan was of course angry when she listened to Ye Chen's rambling, she was 

of course angry by Ye Chen's words. 

"I still have many enemies, let's end this battle quickly" Ye Chen said to Hai Wan, he wanted to end this 

battle quickly. 

It could be said that Ye Chen had no time to fight against Hai Wan. 

"Hai Wan got really pissed off, she got angry and started to attack Ye Chen using quite random attacks. 

"Are you angry ?" Ye Chen said to Hai Wan, it seemed that Hai Wan was very angry, he was very angry 

with Ye Chen. 

"Shut up . ."Hai Wan tried to silence Ye Chen, she silenced Ye Chen's extremely slippery mouth. 

"Bam . . ." Ye Chen immediately used his own fist, he knocked Hai Wan into the sky. 

"impossible" everyone couldn't believe what happened, they all couldn't believe that Hai Wan would be 

defeated by Ye Chen so easily, Ye Chen only needed to use one punch to defeat Hai Wan. 

Ye Chen defeated Hai Wan with just one punch, this was a very difficult thing for everyone in this place 

to accept 

See Hai Wan, he is the leader of the Immortal Profound Sea Realm, a person with such immense and 

powerful strength was defeated by Ye Chen with just one strike. 

"are you guys scared" Ye Chen said to the enemy in front of him, Ye Chen tried to bluff, he bluffed 

towards the enemy. 

"damn kid"  The ancestor of the Immortal Profound Sea Realm was furious with Ye Chen, he was furious 

with what Ye Chen had done. 

Ye Chen had made the Immortal Profound Sea Realm lose quite a bit of face. 

The ancestor of deciding to leave, himself decided to go and attack Ye Chen. 

"wait a minute" when the ancestor of the Immortal Profound Sea Realm was about to attack Ye Chen, 

he was stopped by the ancestor of the Eternal Sun Star Realm. 



"Don't come closer, he must be planning something" the ancestor of Eternal Sun Star Realm told him 

not to get closer, he knew that Ye Chen was planning something. 

Ye Chen wasn't a fool, so they were extremely careful when they faced Ye Chen. 

The ancestor of the Immortal Profound Sea Realm returned, he didn't go forward and fight Ye Chen. 

"You are trying to confuse us" the ancestor of the Eternal Sun Star Realm said to Ye Chen, he knew that 

Ye Chen was trying to confuse them. 

"So you know" Ye Chen smiled, it seemed that he had been found, this was an unpleasant thing for Ye 

Chen. 

Ye Chen's plan failed, he might have to fight them in other ways. 

"attack again" the Eternal Sun Star Realm ancestor ordered the troops to launch a more powerful attack 

towards Ye Chen. 

One after another attacks were launched, these attacks were extremely numerous, Ye Chen of course 

had a bit of trouble parrying this many attacks. 

Ye Chen was heavily battered by Ye Chen, he didn't have the chance to fight back the enemy. 

the ancestor of the Eternal Sun Star Realm and the ancestor of the Immortal Profound Sea Realm were 

delighted by this, Ye Chen was having trouble with the consecutive attacks they launched. 

"Ding. . ." a sound tone started to play, when this sound tone was played, the entire battlefield 

immediately changed. 

Several enemy troops fell, they all fell after hearing this sound. 

"are you okay" Zhao Yanyan asked Ye Chen, she gave Ye Chen a hand. 

"I'm fine, thank you very much." Ye Che thanked Zhao Yanyan for the help. 

Zhao Yanyan smiled, she was really happy to help Ye Chen solve the problem. 

Chapter 2214 Battle Against The God Realm Illumination (2) 

"There are so many enemies, just how many are there," Zhao Yanyan said to Ye Chen. 

Zhao Yanyan had never seen such a large number of enemy troops before, this number was so great, 

she was like seeing bright dust in a vast desert. 

"I don't have time to count the number of enemies" Ye Chen didn't have time to count the number of 

enemies, he didn't know how many enemies were around, there were simply too many of them. 

They were endless, it seemed that hundreds of stars had joined forces to attack Ye Chen. 

"Boom . . ." Lots of attacks were launched towards Ye Chen, Ye Chen and Zhao Yanyan used their 

strength to fend off the attacks from the enemy. 

"Boom. . ." Ye Chen made a huge wall barrier from super strong earth, this should be enough to 

withstand the enemy's attack. 
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"So how far are you capable of using your strength?" Ye Chen asked Zhao Yanyan. 

"It's quite far and wide, but I'm not sure I can reach that many people" Zhao Yanyan said to Ye Chen. 

Even though Zhao Yanyan's strength was hight, she couldn't possibly reach everyone within this great 

distance. 

"it's okay, do what you can, we'll take care of the rest" Ye Chen said to Zhao Yanyan. 

"I understand" Zhao Yanyan understood, she did what Ye Chen said, she directly used the Goddess 

Melody Technique. 

A beautiful sound emitted from Zhao Yanyan's zither, this sound spread rapidly, in a short time about 

1/3 of the enemy was hit by Zhao Yanyan's attack range. 

1/3 of the number of enemies start dropping, they grab their heads and start going crazy. 

In order to use a zither of this vast power and reach, Zhao Yanyan used a tremendous amount of 

profound energy, so she had to hurry to finish off the enemy and take them down. 

One by one the enemies fell, they were unable to withstand Zhao Yanyan's zither attack. 

And the weakest can only survive for a few seconds before falling. 

With just one strike of Zhao Yanyan, the enemy army had already started to become chaotic. 

"great job" Ye Chen had to admit that Zhao Yanyan did an extremely good job, she had done the best 

job and left the enemy in disarray. 

"This is your chance" Zhao Yanyan signaled, she told the other sisters to start. 

They were already waiting for Zhao Yanyan's signal, they started to move and engage the enemy that 

was influenced by Zhao Yanyan. 

Lin Rouxi, Liu Yue, Su Mengxin, Qing Cheng, Mu Lanyin, Xiao Lulu, Fu Lanling, Mei Yueli, Xing Mei, Song 

Ziyu, Nangong Xiang, Mu Xueying, Lin Jingyi, Ning Xia, Yan Fei, Fairy Zhen started to advance, they 

advanced and began to fight the enemy. 

Meanwhile the rest of Ye Chen's women were inside, they were trying to deal with the sneaking enemy. 

There were countless enemies trying to enter and attack from within, which was why Ye Chen's other 

women like Chi Shui, Yue Ya, Shui Yixian, Dongfang Xiu and the others stopped them. 

Everyone shares the work, they share the work to fight the enemy. 

With this, it will be very difficult for the enemy to get inside, the enemy will not easily enter their place 

using this method. 

The battle started to become fierce, Ye Chen's side put up an extremely fierce resistance. 

Their numbers may be small, but they will still be able to win against existing enemies. 

Everyone didn't hold back anymore, they didn't hold back when facing the enemy, they knew that the 

enemy they were facing was strong, so they didn't want to hold back when fighting the enemy. 



"husband, you better go quickly and take care of that ancestor" Yue Ya said to Ye Chen. 

Yue Ya told Ye Chen, the battle would become even more chaotic if Ye Chen didn't immediately fight the 

ancestors and high-ranking God Realm illumination. 

"they are at the rear, I will start attacking" Ye Chen said to Yue Ya. 

"Leave everything in this place to us" Dongfang Xiu said to Ye Chen, he told Ye Chen to move forward, 

they would defend this place when Ye Chen left. 

With Yue Ya and Dongfang Xiu's strength, everything should be fine. 

"I understand" Ye Chen understood, he left and headed straight for the three ancestors who were the 

leaders of the enemy army. 

Ye Chen stepped forward, he used One Hundred Thousand Fire Swords as well as the God Thunder 

Armor to charge forward and headed straight for the enemy. 

With this Ye Chen easily penetrated the enemy's defense, Ye Chen only needed a little time to penetrate 

the enemy's strong defense. 

"I won't let you" Yang Guo appeared together with the 12 Guardian Gods, although they were 

incomplete, they still had the strength to fight Ye Chen. 

Currently there are eight seven of the 12 Guardian God members. Here there is also Rong Houi who is 

looking at Ye Chen with a strong murderous gaze. 

"step aside" Ye Chen told Yang Guo to step aside. 

"we won't get out of the way" Yang Guo said if they won't get out of the way, they won't get out of Ye 

Chen's way. 

They wouldn't let Ye Chen advance, they would restrain Ye Chen's steps in this place. 

"If that's what you guys want, I won't hold back." Ye Chen attacked all the members of the 12 Guardian 

Gods. 

"build a defense" Yang Guo gave an order, he gave an order to set up a defense. 

Everyone cooperated, they put up a defense to withstand Ye Chen's attack. 

"cracked . ." a crack formed, the defenses put up by the 12 Guardian Gods couldn't withstand Ye Chen's 

attack. 

"This is too strong" Yang Guo saw Ye Chen's strength, he could see Ye Chen's strength beyond reason. 

Before Ye Chen wasn't too serious, now he was serious, naturally this became a problem for the 12 

Guardian Gods. 

"damn . . ." Yang Guo cursed very loudly, he cursed Ye Chen who used force too strongly. 

"hold on, don't let him break in" Yang Guo gave an order, he ordered everyone to use their full strength 

to resist Ye Chen's attack. 



"he is too strong, this is definitely different from the last time I met" Rong Houi complained, she could 

feel Ye Chen's strength that was too strong. 

"don't complain so much, let's beat him" Yang Guo told Rong Houi not to complain, they must defeat Ye 

Chen using the strength and ability they have. 

"Ice Phoenix Tree" an ice tree appeared near Yang Guo and Rong Houi. 

"Damn, sneak attack" Yang Guo cursed, they were hit by an enemy sneak attack. 

"husband, you just go, we will take care of them" Ning Xia said to Ye Chen. 

Near Ning Xia were Li Jingyi, Chi Shui, Chi Zuiye, Liu Yue, Su Mengxin as well as Mu Xueying. 

"Then I will go" Ye Chen told Ning Xia there was Li Jingyi, Chi Shui, Chi Zuiye, Liu Yue, Su Mengxin and 

also Mu Xueying. 

Ye Chen advanced and headed towards the old monster's place. 

"So it's you guys who gave the order to destroy Heaven Dream Sect, I won't let you guys escape" Chi 

Shui said in a tone filled with hostility. 

"Careful they are strong" Li Jingyi gave a warning to everyone, she quite knew the strength of his enemy. 

"we will face their leader, I have business with them" Chi Shui and also Chi Zuiye was about to face Yang 

Guo. 

"Shouldn't we split each other one on one" said Liu Yue. 

"No, let them do it, it seems their leader has much stronger strength." Ning Xia pointed out that Yang 

Guo was much stronger and would not be easy in a 1vs1. 

Chapter 2215 Battle Against The God Realm Illumination (3) 

"They definitely won't fight us 1v1." Su Mengxin was sure that the enemy would definitely face them 

with full strength, so they didn't need to hold back. 

"let's fight" Ning Xia immediately led everyone, she lead everyone to face the enemy that was in front of 

them. 

With Ning Xia taking the lead, everyone immediately went into battle as they fought against the enemy 

in front of them. 

Chi Shui as well as Chi Zuiye went to confront Yang Guo, they both faced Yang Guo who had made their 

Sect what it was today. 

"Are you guys going to be my opponents?" Guo asked Chi Shui and Chi Zuiye. 

"We will be your opponents, so prepare yourselves well." Chi Shui and Chi Zuiye told Yang Guo to 

prepare themselves properly. 

"hahahaha" Yang Guo laughed when he heard what Chi Shui and Chi Zuiye said. 

"Why are you laughing, is there something funny?" Chi Shui and Chi Zuiye asked Yang Guo. 
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"That's so funny, women like you want to face me, your dreams are too high" Yang Guo said to Chi Shui 

and Chi Zuiye. 

"Is that so, then I'll show you how high a dream I give you." Chi Zuiye stepped forward, she used the 

power of the purple lightning and began to attack Yang Guo. 

Yang Guo possessed many techniques, he was able to counterattack Chi Zuiye's purple lightning attack. 

"Silly woman, you won't have a chance to win over me." Yang Guo was very confident in his abilities. 

"I told you not to look down on me, Falling purple thunder." Chi Zuiye sent down a tremendous amount 

of lightning. 

The lightning power displayed by Chi Zuiye was extremely destructive, it was enough to flatten a star. 

"Damn, this woman" Yang Guo was shocked when he saw the strength that Chi Zuiye possessed. 

"I will help you" Chi Shui helped Chi Zuiye, she used the same technique and started to rain down on 

Yang Guo. 

The combined power of Chi Zuiye and Chi Shui was extremely destructive. It was extremely destructive 

and had extremely terrifying power and impact. 

"I can't believe that it would have this much impact." Yang Guo used his full strength to resist this attack, 

he had to use all of the strength at his disposal to resist the attacks from Chi Zuiye and Chi Shui. 

"Come on, be stronger" Chi Zuiye invited Chi Shui to attack Yang Guo with a much stronger attack. 

"I understand" Chi Shui immediately understood, he very quickly understood what Chi Zuiye wanted. 

"feel this" Chi Zuiye and Chi Shui strengthened their attacks, they tried to crush Yang Guo to the bone. 

"No way, I can't be cornered." Yang Guo couldn't believe what was happening, he couldn't believe what 

was happening to him. 

Yang Guo tried to put up a fight, himself using his own strength against Chi Shui as well as Chi Zuiye. 

"damn it" Rong Houi faced Ning Xia, Ning Xia was much stronger than she imagined, Ning Xia used Ice 

threads to completely encircle Rong Houi's body. 

"You have no chance of winning, accept your death" Ning Xia said Rong Houi. 

"I will not accept that, I will fight" Rong Houi said that she would not accept defeat, she would fight Ning 

Xia. 

Rong Houi made hot Lava Rain, she intended to melt all of Ning Xia's threads using her Lava. 

"hahahaha" Rong Houi laughed, she felt that he won this match. 

Ning Xia was silent, she didn't respond to what doing Rong Houi 

Even though Rong Houi's lava was hot, it was still not enough to quench Ning Xia's Ice threads. 

Rong Houi's joy didn't last long, she saw that his attacks were unable to destroy Ning Xia's ice threads. 



Ning Xia's ice threads started to wrap around Rong Houi's body more tightly, at this rate, Rong Houi's 

body might be cut apart. 

"It hurts" Rong Houi started to feel sick, she started to feel hurt by the threads that were getting tighter 

and tighter as time went by. 

In the instant that Rong Houi and Yang Guo were cornered, the strength of Ye Chen's woman could not 

be underestimated. 

Li Jingyi, Liu Yue, Su Mengxin and Mu Xueying were also nearly finished with their opponents, they had 

already cornered the enemy with their strength. 

Li Jingyi used the power of water to make the enemy scream, while Liu Yue used the power of moonlight 

and managed to paralyze the enemy in half. 

Su Mengxin possessed a deadly flower petal, the enemy was actually completely injured by this flower 

petal. 

Mu Xueying herself used her own strength to freeze the enemy, the combination of the four left the five 

enemies helpless. 

Li Jingyi, Liu Yue, Su Mengxin and Mu Xueying knew how to work together, they complemented each 

other and made up for what they lacked. 

It was a good thing that the enemy had high cultivation and strength, otherwise they would have lost 

long ago in the hands of Li Jingyi, Liu Yue, Su Mengxin and Mu Xueying. 

Very quickly once the 12 Guardian Gods were crippled, they were paralyzed and made the situation 

even more chaotic. 

The battlefield was extremely chaotic, without a leader, the troops started to get out of control and 

started attacking randomly, this was naturally advantageous for Ye Chen's side. 

"They are very messy." Shui Yixian looked at the enemy side, she could see that the enemy was very 

messy. 

"There may be a lot of them, it's a shame they don't have a good leader, they seem to be just bait used 

for fishing we" said Nangong Xiang. 

Nangong Xiang could see that the enemy troops were only being used as bait. 

"The main force they have is still at the rear, they may be preparing for a stronger attack than before." 

Dongfang Xiu could see that the enemy's main force with the strongest strength was still at the rear, 

they were not told to advance and stayedback to counterattack. 

"Tell the others not to go too far" Yue Ya said not to go too far, it's not good to go too far. 

As long as they were under Zhao Yanyan's protection, they would be fine. 

Shui Yixian and the others returned to defend this place, they held off any enemies trying to enter this 

place. 



. 

. 

Back to the battle of Chi Shui and Chi Zuiye Vs Yang Guo. 

"That bastard" Yang Guo used his full strength, he used his full strength and started to fight back. 

Yang Guo used all the strength he had, causing Chi Shui and Chi Zuiye to retreat. 

"Very strong" Chi Shui and Chi Zuiye admitted that Yang Guo was very strong, she was indeed worthy of 

being the leader of the 12 Guardian Gods. 

"feel this" Yang Guo started to launch an attack towards Chi Shui and Chi Zuiye. 

Chi Shui and Chi Zuiye instantly retreated, they kept their distance from Yang Guo's attack. 

"He is using a lot of techniques, it will be a bit difficult to get close" said Chi Shui. 

"No problem, we can attack them from a distance." Chi Zuiye said that they could still attack from a 

distance. 

"let's use it" Chi Shui immediately agreed, it was time for them to use their new technique. 

"Sky Purple Thunder God" both used the same technique, instantly the sky turned purple and terrifying 

lightning began to dance in the sky. 

"This isn't good, this isn't like before." Yang Guo could easily see the difference in the attacks the enemy 

had, he could easily see that the attacks were much more powerful compared to before. 

Chapter 2216 Battle Against The God Realm Illumination (4) 

"rumbling", the Sky Purple Thunder God began to descend and rain down on Yang Guo's body. 

"Damn it" Yang Guo immediately went berserk, himself trying to block the attacks from Chi Shui and Chi 

Zuiye using all the strength he had. 

Explosion and explosion occurred, this explosion destroyed Yang Guo's defense. 

"Bastard, that bastard" Yang Guo kept cursing, he cursed so loudly, it seemed he didn't want to accept 

this defeat. 

"Gah . . ." Yang Guo finally unleashed all the strength he had, he used all of his strength to fight Chi Zuiye 

and Chi Shui. 

An enormous burst of energy appeared around Yang Guo's body, he used all of his strength to defend 

against Chi Shui and Chi Zuiye's attacks. 

"more power" Chi Shui and Chi Zuiye did not want to give up, they both used greater strength to deal 

with Yang Guo. 

"Damn it, how could this happen" The lightning became even stronger, the attacks from Chi Zuiye and 

Chi Shui became much more powerful and much more destructive compared to before. 
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"Let's focus our attacks on one point." Chi Shui asked Chi Zuiye to focus the attacks they were going to 

launch at one point. 

The two of them finally focused their attacks on a single point, they used all their strength and abilities 

to attack at the same single point. 

"boom . . ." lightning began to gather above Yang Guo. 

Yang Guo saw what Chi Zuiye and Chi Shui were going to do, he couldn't possibly allow the two of them 

to overpower him. 

"elemental explosion" Yang Guo decided to use Fusion three elemental, he combined all attacks in one 

move. 

This technique was clearly different from Ye Chen's, it was simply using multiple techniques at once to 

create a huge explosion. 

A very big explosion might occur." Chi Shui announced that a huge explosion would occur. 

"we have to defeat him before he succeeds" Chi Zuiye told Chi Shui to finish their attack quickly. 

"I understand" Chi Shui understood, she understood what Chi Zuiye wanted. 

"Taste this, Sky Purple Thunder God" Chi Shui and Chi Zuiye finally finished gathering strength, they 

threw the Sky Purple Thunder God towards Yang Guo. 

Elemental explosion also finished, he immediately launched an attack to block the Sky Purple Thunder 

God  attack. 

"Boom. . ." a very large explosion occurred, this explosion was very large, estimated that it has a size 

tens of times the size of the sun. 

"what happened" Ning Xia and the others wanted to know what was going on, was extremely intense. 

Li Jingyi, Liu Yue, Su Mengxin as well as Mu Xueying used their strength to defend themselves, they 

withstood the impact of the explosion. 

The explosion that occurred was very large, of course everyone could easily see the explosion that 

occurred. 

"Whose battle was it?" Dongfang Xiu tried to see who was fighting, it seemed that their battle was really 

fierce. 

"looks like they are fighting a strong enemy, I will try to take a look" Yue Ya said that she wanted to go 

and see in person, she wanted to go and see what happened. 

"please help them" Nangong Xia told Yue Ya to help, help from Yue Ya was indispensable in this kind of 

situation. 

"I understand" Yue Ya understood, she would make sure that everything was fine, she would help 

women in need. 



"I will protect Yanyan." Shui Yixian said that he wanted to protect Zhao Yanyan, she ordered Dongfang 

Xiu and Nangong Xiang to take care of the surroundings. 

Shui Yixian headed to Zhao Yanyan's place, she used her strength to help Zhao Yanyan who was being 

targeted by the enemy. 

Shui Yixian used a light barrier to protect Zhao Yanyan, this way ranged attacks wouldn't be able to hit 

Zhao Yanyan. 

"sister Yixian" Zhao Yanyan looked at Shui Yixian, she was very grateful for the help given. 

"Focus on helping others, if you stop now it will make things messy" Shui Yixian told Zhao Yanyan not to 

stop, if Zhao Yanyan stopped, then everyone would be in trouble. 

"I understand" Zhao Yanyan understood, herself understood what to do in this situation. 

The two work together, they use their brand power to hold back the enemy and help sister who is in the 

distance. 

. 

. 

Chi Shui and Chi Zuiye retreated, both of them retreating after the huge explosion that occurred. 

"did we manage to win" Chi Shui wanted to know if they managed to win. 

"I don't know" Chi Zuiye didn't know whether their attacks would be able to kill Yang Guo or not. 

Chi Shui as well as Chi Zuiye looked at Yang Guo, both of them wanting to know if their attack had 

succeeded in killing Yang Guo. 

A moment later, they saw the figure of Yang Guo, Guo's body was burnt and blackened from receiving 

the powerful attack. 

"damn . . ." Yang Guo cursed loudly, he received a terrible wound. 

He had been forced into this kind of situation by Chi Zuiye and Chi Shui. 

"Even with such a powerful attack, we still can't kill him." Chi Zuiye and Chi Shui didn't expect that the 

powerful attacks they used couldn't kill Yang Guo, Yang Guo's strength was simply too great for them 

both. 

"I will avenge you" Yang Guo said that he would take revenge for what happened. 

With a body covered in wounds, Yang Guo tried to move forward, he charged towards Chi Zuiye and Chi 

Shui. 

Chi Zuiye and Chi Shui retreated, their strength low, if they were to forcefully fight, it would be a bad 

thing. 

"Slashes . . ." from behind someone directly slashed the body of Yang Guo. 

"gahh . ." Yang Guo shouted, he had just been slashed and left a new wound on his back. 



"Damn, who is it ?" Yang Guo was furious, he was truly furious about what had just happened. 

Yang Guo turned his head, when Yang Guo turned around, he saw the figure of Yue Ya already behind 

him. 

"I will face you" Yue Ya said to Yang Guo, she would face Yang Guo using her strength. 

"Damn it, why are you meddling in my business" Yang Guo was angry at Yue Ya for meddling in his own 

business. 

"I did this because I don't want to see my sister get hurt by someone like you." Yue Ya would not let Chi 

Shui and Chi Zuiye get hurt by Yang Guo. 

"Bitch" Yang Guo charged towards Yue Ya, he used elemental explosion for the second time. 

Yue Ya used the Moon Lord Swords to fend off the attack from Yang Guo. 

She repelled Yang Guo's attack with ease. 

Yang Guo saw Yue Ya's strength ,Yue Ya was much stronger compared to her current self. 

"I'm already quite badly injured, this is my loss" Yang Guo saw that it would be his loss if he continued to 

fight Yue Ya. 

"Let's finish this another time." Yang Guo intends to run away, he cares more about his life. 

"Full Blue Moon God Domain" Yue Yan couldn't let Yang Guo escape. 

A blue moon appeared millions of miles away, and closed off all avenues of escape for Yang Guo. 

"damn, there is no escape" Yang Guo had no way of escape, his entire path had been blocked by Yue Ya. 

Chapter 2217 Battle Against The God Realm Illumination (5) 

"There's no way to escape anymore" Yue Ya said that Yang Guo has no way to escape, the current him 

has no way to escape from this place. 

"No way, I am the leader of the 12 Guardian Gods." Yang Guo said that if he was the leader of the 12 

Guardian Gods, he would not lose to Yue Ya. 

"Let's see." Yue Ya used her strength, she started to use the power she had to attack Yang Guo. 

Moonlight began to envelop Yang Guo's body, at that moment Yang Guo started screaming. 

"arghhh . . ." Yang Guo started screaming, he felt an excruciating pain. 

Yang Guo's inner body began to crumble, Yue Ya's strength was too strong and it could not be resisted 

by Yang Guo in any way. 

"no . . ." Yang Guo couldn't resist Yue Ya's power, it seemed like this would be the end for Yang Guo. 

Yang Guo lost his senses, his inner body had been crushed by Yue Ya. 

Yang Guo's body floated, his body floated and was left by Yue Ya. 
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"It seems finished." Chi Shui saw that Yue Ya had killed Yang Guo. 

"are you guys okay" Yue Ya asked Chi Shui and Chi Zuiye. 

"we are fine, you are very strong" Chi Shui said that Yue Ya was very strong, she was very strong and was 

able to defeat Yang Guo easily. 

"No, it's all because of what you guys have done." Yue Ya said that Chi Zuiye and Chi Shui had done a 

good thing, both of them had made enormous contributions so Yue Ya could easily defeat Yang Guo. 

"um" Chi Shui and Chi Zuiye nodded, at least they had finished and managed to get their revenge. 

"It seems the others have finished." Yue Ya looked at the others, Ning Xia and the others seemed to 

have finished, they had already finished defeating their enemies. 

Ning Xia had defeated Rong Houi, Rong Houi didn't have much resistance when he faced Ning Xia. 

Ning Xia's thread technique was too strong, Rong Houi was unable to defeat Yue Ya. 

"We are done, let's join in another battle" they have defeated the enemy who is strong enough, now is 

the time to start fighting the enemies around. 

"I will come closer and watch over my husband, you guys please take care of the others" Yue Ya said that 

she wanted to see Ye Chen, she wanted to see Ye Chen and help Ye Chen by using all the power she had. 

"um" all the ladies nodded, they all believed in Yue Ya's ability and strength, if it was Yue Ya, they really 

believed that she could help Ye Chen. 

Yue Ya left, she immediately went after Ye Chen, she wanted to know what Ye Chen was doing right 

now. 

. 

. 

Ye Chen was currently facing an enemy, he used his own strength to get rid of any enemies that were in 

his path. 

"you all step aside" Ye Chen tried to get rid of the enemy that was trying to block his way. 

The enemy leader was at the very back, Ye Chen had to use more strength to get rid of the enemies 

trying to block. 

"don't let him advance any further" everyone cooperated to restrain Ye Chen, they were trying to 

restrain Ye Chen from advancing too far. 

"screw away" Ye Chen used an attack with an extremely wide area, with this powerful attack, Ye Chen 

was able to blow the enemy away. 

This battle was unequal, Ye Chen himself was able to penetrate the enemy's very strong defense once, 

he was able to make the enemy's very strong and sturdy formation crumble. 

After several long minutes, Ye Chen finally arrived in front of the enemy he was aiming for. 



"Finally, after a long time, I am in front of you." Ye Chen said to the ancestor in front of him. 

"you are so stupid" the three ancestors who were in front of Ye Chen said to Ye Chen, they regarded Ye 

Chen as a fool. 

"Shouldn't I be the one saying that to you guys" Ye Chen said to the ancestors in front of him, he told 

them that they were stupid people. 

"It seems we have to silence the dirty mouth you have" the ancestor of the Eternal Sun Star Realm said 

that he wanted to silence Ye Chen. 

"don't just talk so much, show me" Ye Chen said to the ancestor of the Eternal Sun Star Realm. 

"Feel this, Purgatory Sun Chain" the Eternal Sun Star Realm ancestor activated the trap he set. 

Several hot chains started to appear and pounced towards Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen was currently being torn to pieces by the chains, he was currently completely chained by the 

chains that the Eternal Sun Star Realm ancestor had installed. 

"hahaha" the ancestor of the Eternal Sun Star Realm laughed, he was overjoyed when he saw Ye Chen 

fall into the trap he had set. 

"what an idiot, it's become easy enough to beat you" the Eternal Sun Star Realm ancestor said to Ye 

Chen. 

The ancestors of the Eternal Sun Star Realm said that if they easily defeated Ye Chen, they were finally 

able to defeat Ye Chen with utmost ease. 

Ye Chen was speechless when he was chained by the ancestor of the Eternal Sun Star Realm, he was 

quite calm when he received this attack. 

"Are you guys satisfied?" Ye Chen asked, he asked the ancestor of the Eternal Sun Star Realm. 

The ancestor of the Eternal Sun Star Realm looked at Ye Chen, he didn't expect that Ye Chen would still 

dare to say such a thing. 

"Your guts are really big, then I'll just kill you right away." The Eternal Sun Star Realm ancestor intended 

to kill Ye Chen, himself wanted to kill Ye Chen by using the technique of a super huge sun disk that was 

tens of millions of miles in diameter. 

The Eternal Sun Star Realm's Ancestor was able to create such a huge disk, it might destroy a star or a 

solar system with ease. 

"don't blame me, you will accept your fate and death" the ancestor of the Eternal Sun Star Realm said to 

Ye Chen. 

The Eternal Sun Star Realm Ancestor started throwing the disc in his hand towards Ye Chen. 

Huge flame discs instantly flew towards Ye Chen. 

 "die" the Eternal Sun Star Realm ancestor shouted in an extremely loud voice. 



As long as Ye Chen died, this battle should be easily won by them. 

Ye Chen closed his eyes, he was doing something to counter attack from the enemy. 

"Hahaha, already gave up. . ." to the ancestor of the Eternal Sun Star Realm, what Ye Chen did was a sign 

of surrender. 

It seemed that Ye Chen no longer had the will to fight them. 

Ye Chen opened his eyes, when Ye Chen did that, the huge flame disc that was thrown by the ancestor 

of the Eternal Sun Star Realm easily shattered. 

"what ? ?" The ancestor of the Eternal Sun Star Realm couldn't believe what he was seeing, he couldn't 

believe that Ye Chen destroyed his attack with a single blink of an eye. 

Just now Ye Chen used his strength to control the enemy's attack, so it's not strange that the enemy's 

attack can be easily neutralized by Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen again used his own strength, to destroy the purgatory sun chain. 

everyone gaped when they saw Ye Chen who could so easily break free from the shackles of the 

purgatory sun chain. 

Chapter 2218 Battle Against The God Realm Illumination (6) 

They had never seen someone like Ye Chen, this was the first time they had seen someone like Ye Chen. 

In history, no one had been able to do what Ye Chen did. 

It could be said that Ye Chen might be the first to be able to do something like this. 

"Now that I'm free, let's start fighting." Ye Chen said to the ancestors in front of him, he ordered the 

ancestors in front of him to start fighting. 

Ye Chen was free, he was free from the enemy's traps and traps. 

"It seems that the traps are unable to kill you." The ancestors of the Immortal Profound Sea Realm 

finally realized that the traps they used were unable to kill Ye Chen. 

"You guys have to do better." Ye Chen ordered the three of them to make a trap that was much better 

than now. 

A trap like this was impossible to defeat Ye Chen. 

"As expected of you, you are indeed an interesting opponent to deal with" all the ancestors looked at Ye 

Chen, they all knew that Ye Chen would not be easy to deal with. 

"let's show this brat the strength we have, let him know our true strength" The ancestors of the Eternal 

Sun Star Realm and Immortal Profound Sea Realm used their full strength, they displayed the full 

strength they possessed on Ye Chen. 

Their full strength began to create violent shocks, currents of wind and dark clouds began to appear in 

the vast space, they had almost covered half of the God Realm with terrifying dark clouds. 
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When the ancestors of the Eternal Sun Star Realm and the Immortal Profound Sea used their strength, 

everyone started to drift away, they all knew that they would not be able to survive this pressure, they 

would probably die if they received the super strong pressure from the Eternal Sun Star Realm and the 

Immortals. profoundsea. 

Everyone immediately backed away, they all immediately backed off and headed straight for the very 

rear. 

With this they would not be hit by and dragged into the battle waged by Ye Chen Vs the ancestor of the 

Eternal Sun Star Realm and the Immortal Profound Sea. 

They started a very fierce battle, the three of them attacked Ye Chen using the full strength they had. 

. 

. 

"It has started" Dongfang Xiu felt a terrible pressure, this pressure was really very strong and very 

terrifying. 

Only an ancestor and an old monster who had lived long enough would be able to show something like 

this to the world. 

"This is the strength of the ancestors of the Eternal Sun Star Realm and the Immortal Profound Sea, they 

are very powerful, I hope husband is fine." Nangong Xia really hoped that Ye Chen would be fine. 

"We have to trust him" Dongfang Xiu really believed in Ye Chen, she was very confident in Ye Chen's 

abilities. 

"Enemies with great strength begin to attack" After being silent for a long time, all the enemies with 

high cultivation finally started to move, they started to suppress Ye Chen's woman who had started to 

lose her profound energy after fighting a low class enemy. 

Dongfang Xiu as well as Nangong Xiang finally decided to intervene in the battle, the two of them 

helping the other fight the enemy. 

The number of enemies is too much, like it or not they have to work together to fight them all. 

The enemy was much smarter than imagined, they were quite clever and used various formations 

against the woman in front of him. 

By using high level formations as well as barriers, they gained quite a bit of an advantage when they 

fought Ye Chen's women. 

"There are too many of them" Mei Yueli couldn't count how many enemies she had defeated, she had 

already defeated quite a number of enemies, it was strange that their numbers almost never decreased. 

"We are probably fighting 1/10 of the strong cultivators in God Realm right now, so it wouldn't be 

strange for the situation to turn out like this" Yan Fei said to Mei Yueli, herself telling Mei Yueli that they 

were fighting strong cultivators in God Realm. 



"That's a very large number, it's not strange that there are so many enemies." Song Ziyu now 

understood, he now understood why there were enough enemies. 

"Stay alert, the powerful cultivators they have are starting to attack." Sun Xuanyin told everyone, they 

had to be more vigilant, their enemies would become more and more powerful. 

If they let their guard down, they might get injured or worse they could lose their life. 

The arrival of Dongfang Xiu and Nangong Xiang was very helpful, they again cornered the enemy using 

their strength. 

Seeing Dongfang Xiu and Nangong Xiang who joined the battle, everyone decided to gang up on 

Dongfang Xiu and Nangong Xiang. 

That way they could easily defeat Dongfang Xiu and Nangong Xiang and give the Ye Chen women a hard 

time. 

"feel this" Nangong Xiang started using the power of the Heavenly Gold Flame, meanwhile Dongfang Xiu 

used the power of the ice butterfly and started to freeze everyone near them. 

The attack combination launched and used by Dongfang Xiu and Nangong Xiang was very formidable, 

both of them had great attack combinations. 

"step aside, let me take the fight" a man came forward, he had an extremely imposing cultivation and 

aura. 

"he" Dongfang Xiu and Nangong Xiang of course knew who the man who had just appeared was. 

"Why is he in this place" Nangong Xiang did not expect that this man would appear in this place. 

"Doesn't he have the Heavenly Jade Blue Flame?" Dongfang Xiu asked Nangong Xiang. 

"Yes, he has the Heavenly Jade Blue Flame." Nangong Xiang did know that this man possessed the 

Heavenly Jade Blue Flame, he was one of the strongest cultivators in the God Realm and was quite 

feared for killing enemies without showing a hint of mercy. 

All enemies that confronted this person would definitely be turned to ashes. 

"Otherwise the name is Jou Jakhen" said Nangong Xiang while looking at Jou Jakhen. 

"I want to compare the strength of the Heavenly Jade Blue Flame with that of the Heavenly Gold Flame" 

Jou Jakhen said to Nangong Xiang. 

"Okay, let's fight." Nangong Xiang of course accepted this battle,she accepted Jou Jakhen's challenge. 

"very good, accept this" Jou Jakhen started to attack Nangong Xiang, he started to attack Nangong Xiang 

with Heavenly Jade Blue Flame. 

Nangong Xiang used the Heavenly Gold Flame, he blocked the enemy's attack with the Heavenly Gold 

Flame. 

"Boom" an enormous explosion occurred, this huge explosion occurred when two Heavenly Flames met 

and collided. 



This explosion was very large, this fire explosion made the enemy troops retreat and some were 

immediately burned to ashes. 

"retreat" everyone retreated, they immediately withdrew and did not want to interfere in the battle 

that was happening right now. 

"Hahaha, this is a very interesting battle" Jou Jakhen was very satisfied with this battle, he finally found a 

worthy opponent to fight with. 

Nangong Xiang found a worthy opponent, she found a worthy and strong opponent like her. 

The two of them counterattacked, they clashed with the strength they had. 

"boom . ." very large explosions continued to occur. This explosion is very hot with a very, very large 

temperature. 

Any hard object would surely melt and turn to ashes when they were exposed to this high of a 

temperature. 

"I will help you" Dongfang Xiu intends to help Nangong Xiang. 

"Just focus on the battle, I'll take care of this" Nangong Xiang told Dongfang Xiu to focus, she will take 

care of this matter alone. 

"try to parry this, Eternity Flame Wave" Nangong Xiang started to get serious, she finally got serious and 

showed her true strength. 

this is a very damaging technique, the enemy will immediately disappear if hit by a wave of fire. 

Chapter 2219 Battle Against The God Realm Illumination (7) 

"Come here, I will show you the strength that I have" Jou Jakhen said to Nangong Xiang. 

"Blue Flame Explosion Ball" Jou Jakhen didn't want to lose, he didn't want to lose when he faced 

Nangong Xiang. 

"boom"  An explosion occurred, the two's attacks met and triggered a super powerful explosion. 

The area around the two had become so hot that no one would be able to approach them again when 

they fought. 

The two of them were fighting their strengths. They were fighting their strengths. 

In this battle, the strength that the two of them possessed could be said to be evenly matched, the two 

of them had balanced strengths and repelled each other. 

Anyone who approached would probably not be able to survive the rampage from the two of them. 

Nangong Xiang looked at Jou Jakhen, he could feel that this man had some strength. 

"isn't this fun" Jou Jakhen said to Nangong Xiang. 

He was so happy that when he fought Nangong Xiang, he finally got a worthy opponent. 
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"Why don't we just stop this" Nangong Xiang said that they should probably stop this battle. 

"what's wrong?, are you scared, hahahaha" Jou Jakhen said to Nangong Xiang, he assumed that 

Nangong Xiang was afraid of him. 

"I'm not afraid of you, I'm just sorry to see you being used by them" Nangong Xiang said to Jou Jakhen. 

Nangong Xiang felt pity when she saw Jou Jaken being used by these people. 

"why do you care about that, I am part of them, it is my duty to help them" Jou Jakhen said to Nangong 

Xiang. 

Jou Jakhen was part of the God Realm illumination, he helped the God Realm illumination to defeat and 

eliminate Ye Chen. 

If Nangong Xiang was unwilling to eliminate Jou Jakhen, then she and all of Ye Chen's women would be 

eliminated. 

"So that is the answer you have, then I will end this quickly" since Jou Jakhen said that, Nangong Xiang 

would end this quickly. 

Nangong Xiang added to her strength, the Heavenly Gold Flame began to suppress the might of the 

Heavenly Jade Blue Flame. 

"Very good, show me your strength, I will show you the strength that I have" Jou Jakhen did not want to 

lose to Nangong Xiang, he began to use more of his strength, that way his attacks became much more 

powerful. 

"Boom . ." explosion after explosion continued to occur, the strength of the two collided and continued 

to make enormous explosions. 

The people around kept retreating, they all kept retreating and avoiding the battle between Nangong 

Xiang VS Jou Jakhen. 

The battle they fought was getting wider, everyone was affected by the battle waged by Nangong Xiang 

VS Jou Jakhen. 

"It can't be allowed" Dongfang Xiu couldn't let this continue, she used her own strength to create an 

enormous fortress to hold back the ever-widening flames. 

With this ice barrier, their power shouldn't spread any further. 

After Dongfang Xiu set up a barrier, she immediately engaged any nearby enemies, she froze everyone 

who dared to approach. 

Dongfang Xiu didn't hold back, she crushed every enemy that came close. 

The enemy didn't seem to be afraid of Dongfang Xiu, they just continued to brutally attack Dongfang 

Xiu. 

No matter male or female, they attacked Dongfang Xiu with the weapons and techniques at their 

disposal. 



Although powerful, the number of enemies is truly overwhelming, this of course makes Dongfang Xiu 

feel troubled. 

So Dongfang Xiu decided to use a stronger technique. 

Dongfang Xiu spawned an enormous snow butterfly. 

"explode" Dongfang Xiu detonated this huge butterfly, an ice explosion occurred, the ice mist spread 

extremely fast and froze all enemies around. 

"run ! ! ! !" Dongfang Xiu's  attack this time was enough to make the enemy even more scared, they 

seemed to be afraid of the attack used by Dongfang Xiu. 

They all could no longer escape, the icy mist spread rapidly and froze anyone who inhaled or came into 

contact with this fog. 

Dongfang Xiu had frozen hundreds of thousands of people with ease. 

Some people kept their distance from Dongfang Xiu, they kept their distance so they wouldn't get hit by 

Dongfang Xiu's attacks. 

If they were hit by an attack from Dongfang Xiu, then it was certain that they would become ice statues 

in space. 

Dongfang Xiu couldn't just let his enemy run away, he chased after them and made sure they were all 

frozen into ice sculptures. 

. 

Back to the Nangong Xiang VS Jou Jakhen battle, the two of them were still comparing their current 

strengths. 

"Damn it, how much profound energy does this woman have?" Jou Jakhen couldn't stand it anymore, he 

couldn't bear to endure Nangong Xiang's attacks any longer. 

He had honestly run out of too much profound energy to be able to use an attack this powerful. 

With a powerful attack like this, Jou Jakhen had to use even more profound energy at his disposal to be 

on par with Nangong Xiang. 

"It seems like it's all over here" Nangong Xiang knew that Jou Jakhen was starting to run out of profound 

energy, clearly Nangong Xiang was at an advantage considering she was much stronger compared to Jou 

Jakhen. 

Nangong Xiang increased the damage from her attack, the golden flame wave became bigger and bigger 

and easily shifted the Heavenly Jade Blue Flame. 

"no . .." Jou Jakhen did not expect that he would be defeated so easily by Nangong Xiang, to be honest, 

this was quite a difficult thing for Jou Jakhen. 

The Heavenly Gold Flame moved towards Jou Jakhen, immediately Jou Jakhen's entire body was 

enveloped by the Heavenly Gold Flame. 



Jou Jaken was still trying, he was still trying to restrain the Heavenly Gold Flame using the last of his 

strength. 

Jou Jakhen was already in the hands of Nangong Xiang, this super vicious man had nowhere to run. 

Nangong Xiang clasped his hand, whens he did this Jou Jakhen's entire body immediately burned. 

"damn it" Jou Jakhen cursed, in this battle he was defeated by Nangong Xiang. 

In just a split second, Jou Jaken's body was crushed, he was now completely reduced to dust. 

"done" Nangong Xiang finished, she had defeated the most troublesome and most dangerous enemy. 

Nangong Xiang looked at the battlefield, they still had countless enemies remaining, meanwhile they 

only had about half of their profound energy. 

"This is bad" Nangong Xiang saw that this was becoming a very bad thing, if it continued like this, then it 

was certain that they would lose. 

The number of enemies is still 9/10, they have only defeated 10% of the total enemies. 

In the current situation, using recovery items, it was still a bit difficult to win. 

Nangong Xiang had to find a way, she had to find a way to turn their situation around. 

. 

. 

Ye Chen was very focused, he was focused on facing three powerful monsters with extremely terrifying 

strength. 

These three old beasts exuded a terrifying aura, every time they moved strange lightning started to 

appear and made them even more terrifying. 

"What's wrong, is this the only strength you have, you are very disappointing to us." The three ancestors 

were disappointed, Ye Chen's strength was far away when compared to theirs. 

"You guys only dare to gang up" Ye Chen said that they only dared to gang up. 

"what did you say ?" one of the ancestors of the Eternal Sun Star Realm was not happy with what Ye 

Chen said, he was not happy when he heard what Ye Chen said. 

"Don't listen to him, he just wants to trick us." Another ancestor of the Eternal Sun Star Realm said that 

Ye Chen just wanted to trick them. 

Chapter 2220 Battle Against The God Realm Illumination (8) 

"They are very careful" Ye Chen saw that they were very careful, they were very smart and didn't want 

to fight Ye Chen alone. 

"let's not waste any more time, let's attack him" all of them attacked Ye Chen, they used the highest 

ranked technique they had. 
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The techniques of the ancestors were very good, they had very good techniques. 

The techniques they possessed were of a different level and were ancient techniques that were not easy 

for ordinary people to discover. 

The Eternal Sun Star Realm's ancestor used a technique in the form of an enormous sun, he intended to 

destroy Ye Chen by using this enormous sun. 

"Sun flare Supernova" both used high rank techniques, they both used high rank techniques and 

instantly crushed the enemy with the high ranked techniques they used. 

A super big sun appears, this sun has a super big size. 

Both of them combined their strengths, so it wouldn't be strange for the two of them to be able to 

create something this powerful and big. 

"This is so great" Everyone was amazed when they saw the power of the Sun flare Supernova, they 

didn't expect that there would be something this powerful. 

The Eternal Sun Star Realm's ancestors were serious enough, they wanted to crush Ye Chen down to an 

atom. 

"Are you seriously using this?" Ye Chen didn't expect that the Eternal Sun Star Realm Ancestor would 

use this thing, he might be able to kill the people around him. 

"It's too late, you won't be able to escape from this place." The Eternal Sun Star Realm Ancestor said 

that Ye Chen had no chance to leave or escape from this place. 

"This attack might be able to kill your comrades" Ye Chen said that attacks from the Ancestors of the 

Eternal Sun Star Realm could kill their comrades. 

"We don't really care about this matter." The ancestor of the Eternal Sun Star Realm Ancestor didn't 

really care about this matter, he didn't care if everyone died. 

As long as he could destroy Ye Chen, then he could look for people like them again. 

"Let's quickly leave this place" everyone immediately left this place, they all did not want to fall victim to 

the Eternal Sun Star Realm Ancestor's attack. 

Everyone stays away, they all move away from the blast radius of the Sun flare Supernova. 

Sun flare Supernova has a quite large blast radius, it is quite difficult to get out of the range of Sun flare 

Supernova. 

"master, what are you going to do next ?" Chu Yuechan asked Ye Chen, she wanted to know what Ye 

Chen would do. 

"It's quite dangerous, I'll endure it" Ye Chen will withstand this attack, if it explodes, then there will be a 

lot of casualties, maybe Ye Chen's woman also won't be able to escape from this explosion. 

"That's a stupid decision, but you really have no choice but to do that." Chu Yuechan knew that Ye Chen 

made a stupid decision, even so Ye Chen had no choice but to do it. 



"I knew you would say that." Ye Chen already expected that Chu Yuechan would say that. 

"I will help you when the time comes" Chu Yuechan said that she would help Ye Chen. 

"It's okay, I can do it myself" Ye Chen said that he could solve this matter alone. 

"It's up to you" Chu Yuechan understood, she understood Ye Chen's intention and purpose. 

"Please accept this" Sun flare Supernova headed towards Ye Chen, an extremely powerful explosion 

suppressed Ye Chen's body. 

The pressure from the flare is so strong, the person hit by this technique will not be able to escape. 

Ye Chen stretched out his hand forward, he blocked the attack from the enemy with his bare hands. 

"Boom . ." an enormous explosion occurred, this enormous explosion occurred and enveloped Ye Chen's 

body. 

"hahahahah" the ancestors of the Eternal Sun Star Realm laughed, they were overjoyed that Ye Chen 

had received their attack. 

"Half Dimension" Ye Chen used Half Dimension to reduce the impact of the explosion, using Half 

Dimension Ye Chen was able to reduce the explosion that occurred. 

The explosion that was originally growing became small, it started to shrink and instantly turned into 

several kilometers. 

"impossible" the ancestors of the Eternal Sun Star Realm stopped laughing, they didn't expect that Ye 

Chen could do such an unreasonable thing. 

Ye Chen waved his hand, when Ye Chen did that, the explosion was completely destroyed and all that 

was left was Ye Chen with clothes slightly burnt by the explosion. 

The Eternal Sun Star Realm Ancestors were speechless when they saw Ye Chen, they did not expect that 

Ye Chen could survive such a powerful explosion. 

"You have shown the strength that you have, this is the time for me to show the strength that I have" 

next time Ye Chen will show the strength that he has, he will show the strength that he has. 

"Boom . . ." An enormous explosion occurred, this explosion was far stronger compared to the auras 

given off by the three old monsters in front of Ye Chen. 

"impossible" the ancestors of the Eternal Sun Star Realm couldn't believe it when they saw the aura 

overflowing from Ye Chen's body, it was so immense that they couldn't imagine it. 

"So this is your true strength." The ancestor of the Immortal Profound Sea Realm finally understood Ye 

Chen's strength. 

"ancient water dragon Forces " The ancestral of the Immortal Profound Sea Realm decided to use an 

ancient technique, and a super huge dragon with a size of hundreds of millions of miles appeared. 

This ancient water dragon directly attacked Ye Chen using his full strength. 



"Fifth finger DESOLATE PALMS" Ye Chen used fifth finger DESOLATE PALMS, this was the most advanced 

stage of DESOLATE PALMS. 

Ye Chen made a strange movement, black clouds as well as an ancient aura began to appear in the sky. 

"what is this" the Immortal Profound Sea Realm and Eternal Sun Star Realm ancestors were shocked by 

the ancient aura that was above them. 

"accept this you old farts" Ye Chen launched an attack that he possessed, an enormous palm appeared 

and descended towards the three old beasts that were in front of Ye Chen. 

"I won't let it" The ancestor of the Immortal Profound Sea Realm used his dragon to block Ye Chen's 

attack, he used his own strength to resist Ye Chen's attack. 

"Boom. .." when the ancient water dragon touched DESOLATE PALMS, the ancient water dragon 

instantly evaporated. 

"what" The Immortal Profound Sea Realm was shocked by this, he did not expect that the ancient water 

dragon he created using 1/5 of his profound energy evaporated when it came into contact with 

DESOLATE PALMS. 

"don't just stand by and do something to resist this attack" the ancestor of the Immortal Profound Sea 

Realm ordered the two comrades behind to help. 

Ye Chen's attack was extremely strong, he possessed an extremely powerful attack, if they were hit by 

this attack, then it was certain that they would suffer quite a lot. 

They certainly didn't let this matter go, they combined their strength to resist DESOLATE PALMS. 

By combining their strengths, they were finally able to withstand Ye Chen's attack. 

DESOLATE PALMS collided with the old monster's three powers, this made DESOLATE PALMS freeze in 

place. 

"not enough, I will open the fire vein" Ye Chen decided to open his fire vein, when Ye Chen did this 

thing, Ye Chen's strength rose quite quickly. 

With Ye Chen's strength rising, he began to counter the resistance put up by his enemy. 

DESOLATE PALMS returned to moving at normal speed towards the enemy. 

 


